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BASIC SIGNS

1. NOTES AND NOTE-VALUES
(Table 1)

1.1.	The notes of one octave of the scale of C are given in Table 1. It will be seen that the simplest form of note is the eighth note (quaver), dot 6 being added to form the quarter note (crotchet), dot 3 the half note (minim), and dots 3-6 the whole note (semibreve). It will also be noted that each sign represents two different values, but the number of notes in a measure will usually be a sufficient guide to the reader in determining to which of the two values any note belongs. Where confusion is likely to arise (e.g. in the case of the half followed immediately by a 32nd), one of the value signs must be placed between them.
Example 1.1-1
     #C4
.N,<1NOPQH<K
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1.2.	When a piece begins with an incomplete measure and there is any doubt as to the value of the first note or rest, the sign  ,<1  is used if the note or rest belongs to the smaller of the two values.
Example 1.2-1.
          #D4
,<1_( "DXJXDXEX FXGXO<K
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1.3.	With regard to the two signs given for the double whole, the first can be used unless confusion is likely to arise with the signs for the 5th finger, open string, or natural harmonic, in which case it must be replaced by the second.

1.4.	Dotted notes are shown by adding dot 3 after the note, according to the number of dots given in the print.
Example 1.4-1
dotted quarter:	?'
double-dotted quarter:	?''

The dotted double whole is shown thus:

(a) yk'
(b) y~cy'

1.4.1.	No other sign may come between the note and the dot.

1.5.	When music is written in proportional notation, the following scale of values is adopted:
Example 1.5-1.
Maxima	yz&=(!)
Longa	nopqrst
Brevis	?:$]\[W
Semibrevis	defghij

1.6.	In cadenzas or passages of unmeasured music where it is often difficult to distinguish between the larger and smaller note-values, the value signs must be used.
Example 1.6-1. (eighths).
             #D<#C4
>/L"G+-,55^<1*^IJDEFGH*IJDEFGH"
  *"IJDEFGH,5*I "J<K
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Example 1.6-2. (128ths and 64ths).
            #D<#C4
>/L;&-.!-XV,<1X^JIHIJD*E"
  _FGHIJD*EF_11']HIJD*EFGHIH<K
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Example 1.6-3. (256ths, 128ths, and eighths).
^<1"D;<1ZFGHIJDE&GHIJDEF"
  ;ZDJIHGFEYJIHGFEG"
  ,<1"DEFGHIJDEDJIHGFH^<1DE?<K
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1.7.	(11-97) Modern notation sometimes includes note-heads of unusual shape indicating either time span or special effects. In braille the shapes are indicated as shown in Table 1. When no specific note value is shown, the value of an eighth-note is used. “Note-heads only” have no stems and are filled in (like quarters and smaller values). Notes of “indeterminate or approximate pitch” usually are stem signs without note-heads. For an example of approximate pitch at the end of a slanting line, see Example 23.25.3-1.

1.7.1.	The signs for the unusual note shapes may be doubled by repeating the second half of the sign.

(11-97) The print instruction for the organ music excerpt below states that an open note head “equals longer duration” and a filled-in note head “equals shorter duration.” Because an open note-head and a whole note are identical in print, they are identical in braille.
Example 1.7.1-1.
>mp"Z5A%G*=5AF<&Y<Z%=<K
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2. OCTAVE SIGNS AND RULES
(Table 2)

2.1.	The full gamut of the musical scale is divided into so-called “octaves”, each octave comprising the notes from any C to and including the B next above. These octaves are numbered, beginning with the lowest C on the piano, and the pitch of a note is shown by preceding it, when required, by the particular sign for the octave in which it stands.

The rules governing the use of octave signs are of the greatest importance.

2.1.1.	As will be seen in Table 2, the octave sign is placed immediately before the note to which it belongs, and no other sign may come between them.

2.1.2.	The octave is always marked at the beginning of a paragraph or piece, and at various other points which will be mentioned later (Sections 8, 20, etc.).

2.1.3.	In a melodic progression, the octave is not marked for the second of two consecutive notes if it is less than the interval of a fourth from the first.
Example 2.1.3-1.
          #F8
"DFH[D EGIJEG FHJDIG EJHGEJ
  "\G:F N'<K
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(See also Example 2.3-1.)


2.1.4.	The octave is always marked in a skip of a sixth or seventh, even when the second note is in the same octave as the first.


Example 2.1.4-1.
              #F8
  "DFHI"D"I "D<"J"D"I"D"I R'<K
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2.1.5.	The octave is only marked in a skip of a fourth or fifth when the second note is in a different octave from the first.

(Compare (a) and (b) in the following example.)
Example 2.1.5-1.

	      #C4
(a)	"DEFDGD HD"S
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(b)	"HIJH.D"H .E"H.P<K
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The 8va
2.2.	In non-facsimile transcriptions, the words “8va” and “loco” (or their equivalents) are represented by transcribing the correct pitches an octave higher or lower as indicated.

In facsimile copy, these indications are transcribed as words, or the following method may be used.
47
Octave Signs: 2.1.5 – 2.3
2.3.	The first note of the passage so marked is given two octave signs, the first showing its position on the print staff, the second its actual sound. Any octave sign occurring during this passage must be that of the sound and not that of the staff. The first note after the end of the passage is given a double octave mark to show that its position on the staff corresponds with its actual sound. These special octave markings must be given even when the notes would not otherwise need octave signs according to Par. 2.1.3 and 2.1.5 above. Example 2.1.3-1 if transcribed exactly according to the print would therefore be written thus:
Example 2.3-1.
             #F8
"DFH[D EGI".JEG FHJDIG EJ..HGEJ
  "\G:F N'<K
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It is not necessary to use this device for isolated notes or chords below the first or above the seventh octave.


Example 2.3-2.
    #D4
^S@S @@!<K
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3. CLEF SIGNS
(Table 3)

3.1.	Clef signs are routinely omitted in braille music transcription. However, in music transcribed for the benefit of the blind teacher with sighted pupils, when facsimile copy may be desirable, it is recommended that the clefs used in the print be marked in the braille copy. (See Example 3.3-1.)

3.2.	The note following a clef sign must always have its proper octave mark.


Modified Clef Signs
3.3.	When print clefs are included in the braille transcription and the part for one hand moves into the staff allotted to the other, the modifications given in Table 3 are substituted for the normal clef signs in that hand.
Example 3.3-1
         %%.C
.>'>/L.:#0;O#0V<K
_>'>#L_ZI"E>/K"G!.EGE"!G>#L"E_I:<K
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3.3.1.	(11-97) In a facsimile transcription, accidentals should be re-marked after a modified clef sign. These added accidentals should be preceded by dot 5.

Example 3.3.1-1.
         .C
.>'>/L.:#%0;O#%0V<K
_>'>#L_ZI"E>/k"%"G!.E"%GE"
  "!G>#L"E_I:<K
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(For the use of modified clef signs in “Bar-over-Bar” see Par. 28.12.)
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4. RESTS
(Table 4)

4.1.	(11-97) The signs in this Table should be used for all rests which occur in the print; but it frequently happens that the braille text can only be made clear to the reader by the inclusion of rests which do not appear in the print. Each transcriber-added rest must be preceded by dot 5.
Example 4.1-1.
          #D4
.>"U"X"IJD   .EXJXR<K
_>"DEFGH"X"V M<K
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4.2.	A measure of silence is indicated in the print by a whole rest, whatever the time signature may be, except that in 4/2 time the double whole rest may sometimes be found.

4.3.	When a silence is prolonged for two or three measures, the rests are written as at (a) below; when it extends for four or more measures, the procedure is that shown at (b).
Example 4.3-1
(a) three measures' rest:  mmm

(b) four measures' rest:  #dm



4.3.1.	When the double whole rest is used, form (a) from Table 4 must be used for a silence of two or more measures:  #bmk


4.4.	Dotted rests are shown thus:

Example 4.4-1.
(a) dotted quarter rest:  V'
(b) double-dotted quarter rest:  V''


The dotted double whole rest is shown thus:
(a)  mk'   (b)  m~cm'
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5. ACCIDENTALS AND KEY SIGNATURES
(Table 5)

5.1.	Accidentals are placed immediately before the note or interval to which they belong, and must not be separated from it by anything but octave signs.

5.2.	(11-97) In general, accidentals should always be marked where they occur in print (but see Par. 8.7.3 and 10.6-10.6.1). Where it is necessary to add accidentals in the braille text, they are subject to the same considerations given for added rests in Par. 5.1. Each transcriber-added accidental should be preceded by dot 5.

5.3.	Accidentals should be restated at such points as the beginning of a parallel or section, a new page, or after any major interruption, such as a long parenthetical insertion, volta, etc. In vocal and single-line instrumental music it is desirable to re-mark an accidental when a measure is continued on a new line.

5.3.1.	As in print, accidentals remain in force during a complete measure, but only for the same note at the same pitch. (See also Par. 9.2.)
Example 5.3-1.
            #D%#D4
*"O:'E *:*\W\ *O:'E *:*.:W*\<K
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5.3.2.	(11-97) There is no standard print notation for 1/4 or 3/4 sharps or flats. Among other possibilities are a backward flat sign, a sharp sign with one or three vertical lines instead of two, and arrows going up or down. When publisher’s notes make the meaning clear, the notes should be included in the transcription and the signs from Table 5 are placed in the braille music line. (See Example 26.27-1.)

5.4.	Key signatures are written between blank spaces (unless followed immediately by meter signatures) at the point at which they appear in the print, except that the signature at the beginning of each staff is omitted after its first appearance in a piece. Changes of key are, of course, placed wherever they occur.
Example 5.4-1.
           #E%#D4
"R\'I T'V #E*#D< "S['J N'V<K
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5.5.	When there is an unusual key signature, it should be written as follows: Music parenthesis, hand or clef sign, accidental, octave sign, note(s), closing music parenthesis.
Example 5.5-1. (A) (unusual key signature)
,'>/L'%.Y,'#D4
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Example 5.5-2. (B) (piano music)
,'.>'<"!<) _>'%_=,'#C4
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5.6.	Changes of key should always be marked in each part in keyboard music (or in vocal or orchestral scores) when they occur in a piece or movement, but at the commencement of a composition or movement it is only necessary to mark the signature once, usually in conjunction with the meter indication.

5.7.	The first note following a key signature must always have its proper octave mark.

5.8.	Music symbols, such as accidentals, generally should not be combined with regular letters. In a title, such as “Prelude in C Sharp Minor”, or a phrase like “music for B flat Clarinet”, the sharp and flat symbols should not be used. However, in some theoretical and analytical situations, hybrid signs may be permitted for convenience and expediency.
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6. METER INDICATIONS AND “TIME” DEVICES
(Table 6)

6.1.	Meter indications are always written between blank spaces unless combined with a key signature. The note following a meter must always have an octave mark.

6.2.	(11-97) Meter indications that contain note values are written with the music prefix separating the number from the note value which is written as the note C.
Example 6.2-1.
           #D,'?
.>_8_8.\++$]\ #C,'D _8.[.8I+<K
_>'88.D"D777  #C,'D .D"D<18.D<K
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6.3.	Changes of meter are treated in the same manner as that explained above (Par. 5.4) for changes of key.
Example 6.3-1.
            #C4
"$\.? #B4 "JE"] FH: #C4 "$\.$
  #B4 .E"IW IF\<K
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6.4.	(11-97) As shown in Table 6, meter indications may be combined. If the second indication is in parentheses in print, the braille copy should follow suit. When the music parentheses are used, no space is necessary between the two signatures.

6.5.	When meter indications are shown with literary punctuation, the indicator and special comma are used as explained in Note 5, page 3. Thus this text:

Ötime signatures are 2/4, 3/4, 6/8, and 9/8	...would be brailled as follows:
Example 6.5-1
''' "T SIGNATURES >E ,'#B4, #C4,
#F8, ;2& ,'#I8_4 '''

(The same procedure may be used where chord symbols are shown with literary punctuation.)

6.6.	When a meter indication contains more than one number above, and a single number below, the braille follows the print exactly. Print punctuation, if used, is included in the braille. If punctuation or other print signs appear between the numbers, a single number sign is brailled at the beginning of the meter signature, no spaces are inserted, and the final lower-cell number is placed unspaced at the end. If no punctuation or other print signs appear between the numbers, the number sign is repeated, unspaced, for each upper number but not before the lower number.
Example 6.6-1.


#B+B+C8
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#B#C#B8
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6.7.	In music with no meter signature, numbers and/or horizontal lines of extension often indicate that notes, chords or rests should be held for a period of time. The numbers indicate seconds of actual time and are printed larger than fingering numbers or are positioned in such a way as to avoid confusion with fingering. In the following example, the pause is to last six seconds and is followed by a note that should be held for five seconds.
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Example 6.7-1.
;<L^#F .Y^#E<K
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6.8.	Seconds of time may also be indicated with short vertical print lines usually placed above the staff. In braille the sign for a second (dots 45) must be preceded and followed by a space unless accompanied by a number. In that case, the sign for a second precedes the number sign. If the duration of time is shown in print with a line of extension and no number, the line of duration appears in braille (see Table 6 B). This line must be preceded and followed by a space. In the following example for two cellos, the marginal indications show that this excerpt begins 10 seconds into the composition and that the second parallel begins 5 seconds later.
Example 6.8-1.
^#AJ                 ^ ^ ^ ^
  >VC1'>MF>C'5AA<_E -- -- -- K
  >VC2'>MF>C'5AA<^J -- -- -- K
^#AE                     ^ ^ ^ ^
  >VC1 7MOLTO VIB'7 >F>C -- -- >FF -- K
  >VC2 7MOLTO VIB'7 >F>C -- -- >FF -- K
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6.9.	When music contains some passages with meter signatures and some without, the phrase “time notation” is inserted where appropriate.
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7. THE GROUPING OF NOTES
(Table 7)

7.1.	The grouping of 16ths, etc., is of necessity somewhat different in braille from that of print, and it is not always possible to give an actual facsimile reproduction of the latter.

7.2. 	The general principle of braille note-grouping is to write the first note of the group in its true value, the remaining notes being given as eighths:
Example 7.2-1.
           .C
  "YEFG(IJDZDJI(GFE<K
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and if a rest of equal value takes the place of the first note of a group, the same method is used.


Example 7.2-2.
        #C4
  M"FGHMGHIMHIJ<K
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7.3.	This method of note-grouping is subject to certain conditions:

7.3.1.	It is better not to use this method when the group contains a rest, even of the same value, on any other note but the first.

Example 7.3.1-1.
      #C4
"YMZ&=(M!)YZM<K
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(An alternate version of this passage is given in Example 7.3.6-1.)

7.3.2.	Grouping should not be used if the group cannot be completed in the line in which it begins.
Example 7.3.2-1.
            #I8
"Y.D<"E<.E*"E*.E<"&<.&<"!<.!"
  <")<.).Y;D"J.J"I.I<K
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7.3.3.	It should not be used if the group is followed on the same line and in the same measure by an eighth or dotted eighth (but see  Example 10.1-1, measure 2).

(Note the difference of treatment on the second beat of both measures in the following example.)
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Example 7.3.3-1.
          #D4
M"DEF=Z&YH.DJD Z"HIJYIJH"
  .EHGH<K
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7.3.4.	This method should not be used if the group is rendered incomplete by notes or rests of different value.
Example 7.3.4-1.
         #I8 
  "YEFGHI(=FE&YXX<K
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7.3.5.	It should not be used if for any reason the group is interrupted by the music hyphen.
Example 7.3.5-1.
               #I8
  "YEFGHI)Y" #D< .ZY)!(IJHFE<K
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7.3.6.	Where, as in Example 7.3.1-1 above, the grouping is not very clear, the sign  <1  should be used.
Example 7.3.6-1.
          #C4
  "YMZ&<1=(M!<1)YZM<K
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(See also Example 9.4-1.)


7.4.	In such a case as the following, where syncopated eighths might be mistaken for 16ths, the value signs must be used, as was said in Par. 1.1, to separate the notes of different value.
Example 7.4-1.
       #B4
  .&^<1EDJ! \V<K
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7.5.	The nature of the braille eighth sign renders it impossible to indicate the print grouping of eighths without the use of  <1  , and, in consequence, such grouping is ignored unless it crosses either the beat or the bar line. When the braille music comma is needed, it is placed at the beginning of a group, and if the notes which follow are of the same value and group themselves obviously in normal fashion, the comma may be used as a terminator. However, if the following notes of like value could themselves be mistaken as unusual grouping, a modified comma is used, whose meaning as a terminator is unequivocal. The music comma becomes an undisputed terminator by adding dot 3 to it. (See General Table.) If such a group is immediately followed by a rest or by a note of different value, no termination sign is needed.
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Example 7.5-1.
            #C4
  X<1.DJIH<1I HGF<1GFE<K
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Example 7.5-2.
              #C4
X<1.DJIH<1I HGF<1GFE D<1EDJ<1'DF
  "H.D"HFDJ N'<K
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7.5.1.	If Example 7.5-2 had been written in 3/8 time, it would have appeared as follows, the normal braille grouping being retained and the abnormal print grouping being shown by the braille music comma. Thus the unusual grouping of notes smaller than eighths is independent of the normal braille grouping device. Both groupings may be used without interference with one another.
Example 7.5.1-1.
            #C8 
  M<1.DJIH<1I (GF<1GFE<K
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Irregular Note-Grouping (Table 7)
7.6.	It will be noted that among the signs given in Table 7, the triplet is shown in two forms, (a) and (b). (a) is the form which is more generally used, (b) being reserved for use when a triplet contains a triplet of smaller value on one of its notes.
Example 7.6-1.
(a)
          #D4
2"IJD :2EDJ.$2F%GH O'<K
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(b)
           #D<.C
  .?2.IHG2GFE2_3'Z&ZDJ<K
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7.6.1.	It is also better to use (b) for triplets which occur in conjunction with irregular groups of different value:
Example 7.6.1-1.
            #F8
_6'"(IJDEF_3'"=I.E_6'"&GHIJD"
  _3'"ZGJ<K
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7.6.2.	These signs can be doubled, but in the case of  _3'  etc., it is unnecessary to use dot 3 after the first of the doubled signs.
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Example 7.6.2-1.
             <<<#C4 
  .W 22HJIHGFEDJ IHGFED2JDE<K
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Example 7.6.2-2.
           %#D4
_7_7'"&HJDEDJ!DFGHGF"ZGIJDJI"
  _7'"(J%EFGFE<K
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7.7.	It is usual to indicate irregular groups in the print by marking them with the appropriate number in addition to grouping them with a ligature, but the number is sometimes omitted. While it is possible to show this grouping in braille in the case of 16ths, 32nds, and 64ths, without the use of the signs in Table 7, it is impossible to do so with eighths and 128ths (save by the use of  <1  ) and in consequence the signs in Table 7 must always be used, even when the corresponding numbers do not appear in the print.
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8. INTERVALS
(Table 8)

8.1.	When two or more notes of the same value are sounded together, forming a chord, one note only is written according to Table 1, the remainder being represented by the signs in Table 8 which indicate their distance, or interval, from the written note.

8.2.	The direction in which intervals are to be read (upward or downward from the written note) depends very much on the instrument for which the music is written, and on the disposition of the score. In general, it may be said that the melody and the bass should each appear as written notes. Where clef signs are used, the treble clef implies a downward reading and the bass clef an upward reading of intervals.

(When it is desired to reverse the usual normal practice in reading intervals and in-accords in any part, one of the following indications

    7Y/ EQUALS Y<>Z<K7
    7Y/ EQUALS Y<>)<K7

should be placed at the beginning of the piece. Where necessary, this indication can be preceded by a hand sign, the initials of an instrument, etc.)

Example 8.2-1.
           #D4
.>.?0 "W+[+\#\9 "[0W#?0<K
_>_?9 _$+]9\+$0 _]+:+?9<K
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(See also Par. 20.4, 26.8, 28.11-28.12.)

8.3.	When the written note is dotted, it is not necessary to place dots after any intervals (but see Example 8.8.4-1).
Example 8.3-1.
        #D4
  .>.?'0E9F'+=+F'+Z9
  .?''0"(+\+V<K
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8.4.	Intervals larger than the octave are expressed by the same series of signs preceded by an appropriate octave mark, the 9th corresponding to the 2nd, the 10th to the 3rd, and so on.
Example 8.4-1.
       #C4
.>.\_0\_3]_9 .P'"+<K
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8.5.	The octave rules for chords of more than two notes are as follows:

8.5.1.	If more than one interval follows the written note, no octave mark is needed so long as any two adjacent intervals are less than an octave apart.
Example 8.5-1.
           #C4
    .>.\-0\-3]39 .P'0+<K
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Intervals: 8.3 – 8.5.3
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Example 8.5-2.
         #C4
.>.\-#0\9+3]+39 .P'+0+<K
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8.5.2.	If any two adjacent intervals are an octave or more apart, the second interval must have its proper octave mark.
Example 8.5.2-1.
         #C4
.>.\#_0\9_3]+_9 .P'+"+<K
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8.5.3.	If an interval forms a unison with the written note, it is shown as an octave preceded by its proper octave mark.

Example 8.5.3-1.
          #C4
.>.\.-_0\9_3]+_9 .P'.-"+<K
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8.5.4.	If an interval forms a unison with another interval the second interval must have its proper octave mark.

(N. B. In the last two chords of the following example the inner parts form an octave in the one case and a unison in the other).
Example 8.5.4-1.
           #C4
.>.\-0_0\+"93]+"+9 .P'0"0+<K
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8.5.5.	When two parts represented by intervals cross one another in a chord, each note that is, so to speak, “out of place” must have its proper octave mark, the written order of the parts however remaining unchanged.
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Intervals: 8.5.4 – 8.6.1
Example 8.5.5-1.
           #C4
.>.\-#0\"9"+3]"+"39 .P'0+"+<K
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Tone Clusters
8.6.	Tone clusters are notated in many different ways, but usually the top and bottom pitches are written as if they are pitches in a chord. Between the two pitches, a vertical line, box, thick bar, or other shape indicates the cluster. Accidentals or printed words may or may not accompany the cluster.

8.6.1.	According to the proper direction of intervals, the top or bottom pitch is written followed by the cluster sign and an interval sign showing the other outside pitch.
Example 8.6.1-1.

(a)

_>'*^I^*B*-
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(b)

.>.\^%B"/
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(c)

.>.Q^5B-
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Doubling of Intervals
8.7.	When more than three successive notes are followed by the same interval or intervals not modified by accidentals or other signs, such intervals may be doubled.
Example 8.7-1.
           #D4
_>^D--EFGHIJH _DJIHGFED-<K
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8.7.1.	If, during a passage of such doubling, any doubled interval, except for octaves, is modified, the doubling of that interval must be re-marked where the accidental occurs if its continuance is justified. Thus, the doubling of an interval may be initiated, as well as re-marked, at the point of modification, provided that the modified, doubled interval is followed by at least three unmodified, like intervals. Doubling which is in progress must also be restated when yet another interval warrants doubling under the usual conditions. If, during said passage, any doubled interval is terminated, the doubling of any other interval should be terminated simultaneously, unless its continuance is justified, in which case the interval is redoubled at that point, thus:
Example 8.7.1-1.
         #F8
.>"H .D##00JDEFG .HIJDEF
  ;]#00F+]#F+ ;:/%0XV<K
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Intervals: 8.7 – 8.7.4
8.7.2.	When greater-than-octave intervals are involved, it is inadvisable to use any doubling of intervals whatsoever. The necessity to insert appropriate octave marks for each such interval, in the absence of intermediary intervals, would usually negate any supposed saving of space.
Example 8.7.2-1.
              #B4
Poor:
   _>.C^(99D_/Y_/.CY_/D93Y-<K
Good:
   _>.C^(9D9/Y9/.CY9/D93Y-<K
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8.7.3.	In a passage of doubled octaves the doubling need not be interrupted by the occurrence of accidentals which would normally be marked for the octave as well as for the written note.
Example 8.7.3-1.
          <<<#B4
_>'<^\<--$ <^:'<D @J<H*^DI-<K

file_57.bin




8.7.4.	All doubling of intervals legitimately in effect at the end of the previous page should be restated at the beginning of a new page, assuming that at each instance there are a sufficient number of notes to warrant such doubling. Thus, doubling will not be started at the bottom of the page unless it can legitimately be in effect on that page, nor will it be employed at the top of the page if the usual conditions do not prevail.


8.7.5.	In fingered music it is not advisable to double any other interval than the octave unless every note of the passage is fingered or unless the fingering is so placed that there can be no possible doubt about the notes to which it belongs.

(See also Par. 15.2.1 and Example 17.5-1.)



The Moving-Note Sign
8.8.	The moving-note device, although infrequently employed, is chiefly useful for vocal music and keyboard settings of hymns. Complications of fingering, phrasing and nuances render it unsuitable for instrumental music in general.

8.8.1.	When two, or at most three, notes of equal value move below or above a longer note, they can be written as intervals separated by dot 6.

(In the following example the first two intervals are halves and the remainder quarters).
Example 8.8.1-1.
       #D4
.>.(+,9 .R'+,#,9V<K
file_58.bin




8.8.2.	The moving-note sign can also be used when two or more intervals move together in a similar manner but in this case dots 5-6 must be substituted for dot 6.
Example 8.8.2-1
          #D4
.>.(+9;9+ .R'+9;#-;9+V<K
file_59.bin
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Intervals: 8.7.5 –8.8.4
8.8.3.	The marking of octaves in the moving part is governed by the rule given in Par. 8.4. Compare (a) and (b) below.
Example 8.8.3-1.
	       <<<#F8
(a)	.>.]'-,<+,-$'0,+,*9<K

file_60.bin



(b)	.>"G<.E"GH.D*I<K

file_61.bin



8.8.4.	The moving-note sign can also be used for a dotted quarter and eighth, etc., but is not recommended for such a rhythm as that shown at (b) below.
Example 8.8.4-1.
	        #D4
(a) Good:	.>"P+',#Q0',9 "&+<K

file_62.bin


(b) Bad:	.>"P+,#'Q0,9' "&+<K

file_63.bin



The doubled moving-note sign (dots 5-6) must never be used for such dotted rhythms.
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9. THE TIE
(Table 9)

9.1.	The tie is placed immediately after the first of the two tied notes, or after any slur, fingering or tremolo indications connected with this note. It also follows the dot in the case of dotted notes. (See also Par. 16.9.)
Example 9.1-1.
           %#C4
.:@C :\$ :??@C ?.[.?@C ?W<K

file_64.bin



9.2.	The rule for tied notes inflected by accidentals is the same as that in print, i.e., when an inflected note is tied over a bar line the accidental is not re-marked in the new measure for the second of the two tied notes, unless this note is on a different staff from the first.
Example 9.2-1.
            #C4
.?@C ?W<W@C W[<[@C [\<IG P<K

file_65.bin



9.3.	In bar-over-bar or open score format, all ties are restated at the beginning of a new parallel, and of a new page, as well as after a major interruption, such as a long parenthetical expression, light double bar, volta, etc. Restatement is unnecessary at the commencement of a run-over line. In single line instrumental music, restatement is recommended at the beginning of a new section or segment. Restatement is unnecessary for a run-over line unless it constitutes the beginning of a page. Restatement of the tie in vocal music is discussed in section 22. These reminder ties precede all other signs, except marginal measure numbers, hand signs, clefs, strain repeats, and time or key signatures.

9.4.	As the print sign for the tie is identical with that for the slur, some confusion is liable to occur in such a case as the following:
Example 9.4-1.
          %%#F8
.>;=-<1=1C=L<1=1C=L<1=1C"
  ;=L<1=C=<1=C=<1=<K

file_66.bin



(Here the fingering in the print shows that the sign is not a tie but a slur giving a special effect.)

9.5.	The tie for a chord is used when more than one note is tied between two chords. In the following example (a) shows the tie used for a complete chord; (b) its use between chords in which some of the notes are not tied.
Example 9.5-1.
	       #D4
(a)	.>.N#0-.CD#0-XV<K

file_67.bin



	           #D4
(b)	.>.N#0-.CN+9-.C .N#93.C"
	  "T+@C#0 .Y#0-<K

file_68.bin
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The Tie: 9.4 – 9.7
9.5.1.	If one or more of the notes of two successive chords are repeated while the others remain tied, the sign  @C  must be used for each tied note or interval.
Example 9.5.1-1.
          #D4
.>.N@C#0-@CN#@C0@C- .Y#0-<K

file_69.bin



9.6.	If two chords are tied in a succession of chords written with doubled intervals, the doubling need not be interrupted.
Example 9.6-1.
               #F8
.>.D##00.C .DJI.CIH.G.C .GFE?#0<K

file_70.bin



9.7.	The sign  .C  may itself be doubled, but in that case the doubling is shown as in the following example.
Example 9.7-1.
          #D4
.>.N#0.CC .N#3T+0 "T#0S+9
  "S+3.CR@C/0 "R+9<K

file_71.bin



(The restatement of a chord tie follows the same rules as those given in Par. 9.3.)

9.8.	In music for instruments which are struck, plucked or otherwise activated by a single stroke, yet are capable of a lingering, though dying sound, ties are sometimes used, even though followed by rests. This would apply to such percussion instruments as chimes, triangles and cymbals as well as string instruments which are plucked. Wherever the print clearly calls for a tie which ties to nothing, the braille should follow suit.

9.9.	When notes are tied to corresponding pitches which are clearly implied but not written in the print copy, the implied notes in their proper values should be indicated in the braille copy. In facsimile transcription, an asterisk (Table 17) should precede such notes, referring to a transcriber's note which might be worded as follows: "Though these notes are not shown in the print original, the intent is clear."
Example 9.9-1.
BA .> #F8 @C.:'@C:HC<>@C"S'@C
   _> #F8 .C^O'_+.C<>@C"$H^C.:'
BB .> #D8 ;:"1@C"[.KX>MP.F<K
   _> #D8 .C^:_+"#-*CXX<K

file_72.bin



9.10.	The accumulating arpeggio is written as shown in the following example. A chord tie is inserted between the last note of the arpeggio and the resulting chord.
Example 9.10-1.
	       #D4
(print)	"H@CJ@CE@CG@CR/#0-<K
(braille)	"H^CJEG.CR/#0-<K
file_73.bin
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The Tie: 9.8 – 9.10.1
9.10.1.	The chord tie indicates the end of the accumulating arpeggio. In the following example the arpeggio is not tied over to the chord.
Example 9.10.1-1.
	       #D4
(print)	"H@CJ@CE@CGR/#0-<K
(braille)	"H^CJE.CGR/#0-<K

file_74.bin
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10. IN-ACCORD AND MEASURE-DIVISION SIGNS
(Table 10)

10.1.	When, during the course of a measure, two or more simultaneous parts cannot be written as intervals with moving notes, they are written in succession and joined, without intervening spaces, by the sign  <>  (called in consequence the "in-accord" sign). The octave must always be marked for the first note after this sign, and it must also be marked at the beginning of a measure following one in which the in-accord sign has been used, even if this latter measure contains no in-accord sign.
Example 10.1-1.
           #B4
.>"HFI'(<>V"DI "G&=(GFE<>"E'YJ!)
  "P+<K

file_75.bin



10.2.	The order in which the parts are written is governed by the same general principles as those followed for the writing of intervals, the treble and bass being given priority whenever possible (see Par. 8.2).

10.3.	It frequently happens that a measure is too long or too complicated for this simple use of the in-accord sign and it is then advisable to divide such a measure into convenient sections, each section being treated as an isolated unit of the measure. The sign used for this purpose is  .K  and it joins the sections on either side without intervening spaces. The in-accord sign used in such part-measure sections is changed to  "1  and the first note after both signs must have an octave mark.

10.4.	When either the in-accord or measure-division sign occurs at the end of a line the music hyphen should not be used.

Example 10.4-1.
               #I8
.>.&Z&=H@C(FIHGF"1.?J[%D.K
  .G["1.Z%DEFE*D ZYZ&G@C=EHGFE"1
  "WI\J.K.F\"1.YJDEDJ<K

file_76.bin



10.5.	The signs  <>  ,  .K  and  "1  can be combined in the following manner:
Example 10.5-1.
       %%#D4
.>.&<>.O#.K.N+"1"$\<K

file_77.bin



10.6.	Accidentals preceding an in-accord sign do not affect notes in the same measure written after the in-accord sign.
Example 10.6-1.
             #C4
.>.?@CYEF%G\<>M"FGH!JDE)IHG<K

file_78.bin



10.6.1.	(11-97) The use of the in-accord sign, however, often requires the re-marking of accidentals to avoid possible errors in reading. Such added accidentals should be preceded by dot 5.87
In-accord: 10.5 – 10.6.1

Example 10.6.1-1.
	         .C
(print)	.>'%"HJ.FE?'<J<>"$%\"
	  "I<JI*H<K
(braille)	.>'%"HJ.FE?'"<J<>"$"%\"
	  "I<JI*H<K

file_79.bin
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In-accord: 10.5 – 10.6.1


